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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space and L : D(L)/H  H a linear
densely defined selfadjoint operator with closed range Im L. We assume
that the partial inverse of L from Im L to Im L is compact. Hence L has
a pure point spectrum _(L), which may be unbounded from above and
from below. We denote
_(L)=[ } } } <*&2<*&1<*0=0<*1<*2< } } } ].
Note that each nonzero eigenvalue *j has finite multiplicity mL(*j)
but Ker L may be infinite dimensional. Let H=Hn, n2, and
L : D(L)/H  H be a diagonal operator defined by
Lu=(Lu1 , ..., Lun), u=(u1 , ..., un) # D(L)=(D(L))n.
Obviously L inherits the properties of L, in particular _(L)=_(L) except
that the multiplicity mL (*j) of each nonzero eigenvalue is n } mL(*j). Let
A=(aij) be a real n_n-matrix and denote by A the constant multiplica-
tion operator induced by A, that is, for any u=(u1 , ..., un) # H
Au=w=(w1 , ..., wn),
where wi=nj=1 aijuj , i=1, ..., n. Clearly the spectrum of A equals to _(A),
a point spectrum which may be empty. In the sequel A also denotes the
linear operator from Rn to Rn corresponding to the matrix (aij). If the
elements aij depend continuously on a real parameter s, we denote
As=(aij (s)) and accordingly As : H  H.
In this paper we consider the existence of nontrivial solutions for the
equation
Lu&Asu&N(s, u)=0, u # D(L) (E)
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where N : R_H  H is a nonlinear map with N(s, 0)#0. In particular,
we shall study how the solution set of (E) varies with the real parameter s.
Let S be the set of nontrivial solutions of (E), i.e.,
S=[(s, u) # R_D(L) | Lu&Asu&N(s, u)=0, u{0].
We shall call (s0 , 0) a bifurcation point for (E) if and only if there exists
a sequence [(sj , uj)]/S such that sj  s0 and &uj&  0. The definition
above coincides with the standard concept in case As=sI, where I is the
identity map of H. It is well-known that in this case the points of bifur-
cation are of the type (s0 , 0), where s0 is an eigenvalue of L having odd
multiplicity, see [Ra], [Ma], [Be], for instance.
We shall give a variant of the classical result. Like in [La1], [LM1],
[LM2], we replace the eigenvalues of L by those values of the parameter
s for which L&As is not injective. Essential tool is the classical topological
degree constructed in [BM1]. The use of degree argument, of course,
imposes some further conditions on the matrix As as well as on the non-
linearity N.
The results given in this note are of local nature. Both local and global
bifurcation phenomena have been widely studied by several authors. In
1964 Krasnoselski [Kr] gave sufficient conditions for local bifurcation for
a class of operators of LeraySchauder type, i.e., compact perturbations of
identity. In 1971 Rabinowitz [Ra] deduced local and global bifurcation
results using the classical topological LeraySchauder degree and ‘‘change
of degree’’ argument. Since then many variations and extensions of the
classical results have been given. We refer here the works of Stuart and
Toland [ST], Laloux [La1], [La2], Laloux and Mawhin [LM1],
[LM2], [Ma], Webb and Welsh [WW], Toland [To], Welsh [We1],
[We2], [We3], Pascali [Pa] and the references therein. See also the
recent interesting contribution by Drabek and Huang [DH].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with the inner product ( } , } ) and
corresponding norm & }&. We recall some basic definitions.
A mapping F : H  H is
 bounded, if it takes any bounded set into a bounded set,
 demicontinuous, if uj  u (norm convergence) implies F(uj) ( F(u)
(weak convergence),
 monotone, if (F(u)&F(v), u&v)0 for all u, v # H,
 strongly monotone, if there exists :>0 such that (F(u)&F(v),
u&v): &u&v&2 for all u, v # H,
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 of class (S+), if for any sequence with uj ( u, lim sup (F(uj),
uj&u)0, it follows that uj  u,
 quasimonotone, if for any sequence uj ( u, lim sup (F(uj), uj&u)0.
Let L : D(L)  H be a linear operator having the properties given in
Section 1. Denote by P and Q the orthogonal projections to Ker L and
Im L=(Ker L)=, respectively. For any map N : H  H the equation
Lu&N(u)=0, u # D(L)
can be written equivalently as
Q(u&KQN(u))+PN(u)=0, u # H,
where K=(L| Im L & D(L))&1 : Im L  Im L is assumed to be compact. Above
we have used the fact that KQ&P is the right inverse of L&P. If N is
bounded, demicontinuous and of class (S+), then there exists a classical
topological degree for mappings of the form F=Q(I&C)+PN, where C is
compact, see [BM1]. It is a unique extension of the classical Leray
Schauder degree. Let the corresponding degree function be dH . In order to
simplify our notations we define a further degree function ‘‘degH ’’ by setting
degH(L&N, G, 0)#dH(Q(I&KQN)+PN, G, 0)
for any open set G/H such that 0  (L&N)(G & D(L)). Similarly we
define the degree function ‘‘degH ’’ in space H for mappings of the form
L&N, whenever N belongs to the class (S+).
3. THE LINEAR CASE
Let A be a real strictly positive n_n-matrix and A the corresponding
constant multiplication operator from H=Hn to H. Clearly _(A)=_(A),
a point spectrum containing at most n elements. Moreover, it is not hard
to prove that
(Au, u) : &u&2 for all u # H, (3.1)
where :=min[Ax } x ; |x| Rn=1] and ( } , } ) , & }& stand for the inner
product and norm of H, respectively. Let L be the diagonal operator
defined by Lu=(Lu1 , ..., Lun) for all u=(u1 , ..., un) # D(L)=D(L)n which
satisfies the properties given in Section 1. Since A is strongly monotone
and hence of class (S+), the degree degH (L&A, B, 0) is well-defined as
soon as L&A is injective. We denote by B the open unit ball and use the
same symbol in any space involved. We adopt the following results from
[FM] and [BM3].
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Lemma 3.1. The operator L&A is injective if and only if _(A) &
_(L)=<.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that (3.1) holds and _(A) & _(L)=<. Then
degH (L&A, B, 0)=(&1)/,
where /=*j>0, det(*jI&A)<0 mL(*j).
Let now aij : R  R, i, j=1, ..., n, be continuous functions of a real
parameter s and denote As=(aij (s)). Assume that the matrix As is strictly
positive for all s in some bounded interval [a, b]. Then the corresponding
operator As : H  H is strongly monotone uniformly in s on [a, b], i.e.,
there exists :^>0 such that
(Asu, u) :^ &u&2 for all u # H, s # [a, b]. (3.2)
Clearly As defines a continuous homotopy of class (S+) on [a, b], i.e,
if uk ( u, sk  s, and lim sup (Ask uk , uk&u) 0, then uk  u and
Ask uk  Asu (see [BM1]). Essential to our study is the behavior of the
continuous function f (*, s)=det(*I&As). Indeed, in view of Lemma 3.1,
L&As is injective if and only if f (*j , s){0 for all *j # _(L). In particular,
if f (*j , s){0 for all *j # _(L) and asb, then the homotopy invariance
property of the degree implies
degH (L&Aa , B, 0)=degH (L&Ab , B, 0).
The change of degree, which is crucial to the bifurcation, is only possible
if the parameter s crosses such a value s0 that f (*j , s0)=0 for some
*j # _(L). For any j we denote
7j=[s # R | f (*j , s)=0] and 7= .
j # Z
7j .
Hence L&As is injective if and only if s  7. It is not hard to see that the
set 7 is closed in R. Note that in the standard case As=sI we have
7=_(L).
4. BIFURCATION RESULTS
Let H, L and As be as defined above. Assume that As is strictly positive
on [a, b] so that (3.2) holds. Let N : [a, b]_H  H be a bounded
demicontinuous map, which is quasimonotone in the sense that uk ( u,
sk  s imply lim sup (N(sk , uk), uk&u)0. This holds for instance if N
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is compact. It is easy to see that the map As+N(s, } ), s # [a, b], defines
a homotopy of class (S+). We assume in the sequel that
&N(s, u)&=o(&u&) as u  0 uniformly in s on [a, b]. (A1)
We get the following necessary condition for the existence of the bifurca-
tion.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that (A1) holds and (s, 0), s # [a, b] is a point of
bifurcation for the equation
Lu&Asu&N(s, u)=0, u # D(L). (E)
Then s # 7.
Proof. By assumption there exist [sk]/[a, b], sk  s, and [uk]/
D(L), uk {0 for all k, such that
Luk&Ask uk&N(sk , uk)=0.
Denote vk=uk&uk&. At least for a subsequence we can write vk ( v.
Hence, by (A1)
Lvk&Ask vk  0.
Let P and Q be the orthogonal projections to Ker L and Im L=
(Ker L)=, respectively, and K=(L| Im L & D(L ))
&1. The compactness of
K implies that Qvk  Qv. Since PLvk #0, we also have
PAsk(vk)  0.
Thus
lim sup (Ask(vk), vk&v) =lim sup (PAsk(vk), vk&v)=0
implying vk  v and Lv&As v=0. Since v{0, the map is not injective
which means that s # 7j for some *j # _(L) completing the proof. K
In case As=sI we have 7=_(L) and the previous theorem states the
well-known necessary condition for the bifurcation. A typical sufficient con-
dition is that the multiplicity of an eigenvalue of L is odd, see [Ra], [Be],
[Ze] for instance.
In order to obtain a bifurcation result for equation (E), we shall
first study the change of degree as s crosses an isolated point of 7.
Indeed, assume that s # 7 & ]a, b[ and there exists $>0 such that
]s&$, s+$[ & 7=[s]. Hence f (*j , p)=det(*j I&Ap){0 for all *j # _(L)
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and p # ]s&$, s+$["[s]. According to the notation of Lemma 3.2 we
denote
/p= :
*j>0, f (*j , p)<0
mL(*j)
which obviously remains constant on ]s&$, s[ and ]s, s+$[, respectively.
We denote the corresponding values by /s& and /s+ . Clearly there is
‘‘index jump’’, that is, change of degree at s if and only if /s& +/s+ is odd,
since
degH (L&Ap , B, 0)={(&1)
/s&,
(&1)/s+,
s&$<p<s
s<p<s+$
.
Now we are ready to prove our first bifurcation result.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that (3.2), (A1) hold and s # 7 & ]a, b[ is an
isolated point. If the number /s&+/s+ is odd, then (s, 0) is a point of bifur-
cation for equation (E).
Proof. Let s1 and s2 be two fixed numbers such that as1<s<s2b
and [s1 , s2] & 7=[s]. We shall show that there exists R>0 such that
Lu&Asi u&tN(si , u){0
for all u # D(L), 0<&u&R, t # [0, 1] and i=1, 2. Indeed, assume the
contrary. Then we can find sequences [uk]/D(L), uk {0, and
[tk]/[0, 1] such that uk  0 and
Luk&Asi uk&tk N(si , uk)=0.
Denote vk=uk &uk&. Like in the proof of Theorem 1 one finds out that at
least for a subsequence vk  v{0 and Lv&Asi v=0 giving a contradic-
tion. Hence we can use homotopy argument together with Lemma 3.2 to
obtain
degH (L&Asi&N(si , } ), BR(0), 0)=degH (L&Asi , BR(0), 0)
=degH (L&Asi , B, 0)
=(&1)/si, i=1, 2,
where BR(0)=[u # H | &u&<R] and /s1=/s& , /s2=/s+ . By assumption
(&1)/s&{(&1)/s+. Thus by the homotopy argument there exists
s # ]s1 , s2[ and u # BR(0) such that
Lu &As u &N(s , u )=0.
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Otherwise the corresponding degrees would be equal. Since s1 and s2 can
be chosen arbitrarily close to s and R>0 taken arbitrarily small we con-
clude the existence of a sequence [(sk , uk)] of nontrivial solutions with
(sk , uk)  (s, 0). Hence the proof is complete. K
We recall that s # 7 means that there exist eigenvalues *j1 , ..., *jm , mn,
of L such that f (*jk , s)=det(*jk I&As)=0 for all k=1, ..., m, but
f (*j , s){0 for all other eigenvalues *j . For simplicity we shall assume that
m=1 and examine what is needed to meet the assumptions of the previous
theorem.
Corollary 1. Assume that s # 7 & ]a, b[, _(L) & _(As)=[*q], mL(*q)
is odd and f (*q , } ) is strictly monotone on some open interval containing s.
Then (s, 0) is a point of bifurcation for equation (E).
Proof. Now s # 7q but s  7j for all j{q. By the properties of f we can
find r>0 such that f (*, p){0 for all p # [a, b] and all |*|r. Since there
are only finite number of eigenvalues of L on [&r, r] and f is continuous
we see that s is isolated. Moreover, the assumed monotonicity of f near s
implies that |/s+&/s& |=mL(*q) and thus the desired result follows from
Theorem 4.2. K
Above in Theorem 4.2 and in Corollary 1 we treated the case where s # 7
was isolated. This is a natural extension of the standard situation As=sI
and 7=_(L). However, it is possible to obtain bifurcation results even if
s # 7 is not isolated. We get the following generalization of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.3. Assume that conditions (3.2) and (A1) hold and
s # 7 & [a, b] is given. If there exists a sequence [si]/[a, b], si  7, si  s
such that
/si+/si+1=odd for all i # Z+ , (4.1)
then (s, 0) is a point of bifurcation for equation (E).
Proof. We can proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to find
a value pi between si and si+1 and corresponding point ui {0 such that
[ui]/D(L), ui  0 and
Lui&Api ui&N( pi , ui)=0.
Clearly pi  s which completes the proof. K
The condition (4.1) is quite abstract but we shall give more concrete
assumptions such that (4.1) holds. Assume for simplicity that f (*j , s)=0
only for j=q. Then the condition (4.1) may hold if the continuous function
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f (*q , } ) behaves near s like for instance x sin( 1x) near the origin, that is, it
gets positive and negative values arbitrarily close to s. We have
Corollary 2. Assume that (3.2) and (A1) hold, s # 7 & [a, b] with
f (*q , s)=0 but f (*j , s){0 otherwise. If mL(*q) is odd and there exists a
sequence [si]/[a, b], si  7, si  s such that
f (*q , si) f (*q , si+1)<0 for all i # Z+,
then (s, 0) is a point of bifurcation for equation (E).
Proof. Since f (*, p) is polynomial of degree n with respect to * and
continuous in p, we can assume without loss of generality that
f (*j , si) f (*j , s)>0 for all j{q and all i # Z+. It is not hard to see that
|/si+1&/si |=mL(*q) and thus condition (4.1) holds and the proof is com-
plete in view of Theorem 4.3. K
Remark. The results given above can be summarized as follows. Denote
1=(R"7) & [a, b]
and is=(&1)/s, where /s=*j>0, f (*j , s)<0 mL(*j) for all s # 1. We can write
1=1+ _ 1& ,
where 1\=[s # 1 | is=\1]. Then s # 7 is a point of bifurcation for equa-
tion (E) if s # 1 + & 1 &.
In analogy with Theorem 4.2 we can also study asymptotic point of
bifurcation for equation (E). We say that (s ; ) is an asymtotic point of
bifurcation for equation (E), if there exists a sequence of solutions [(sj , uj)]
such that sj  s and &uj&  . For instance we get the following variant
of Theorem 4.2 (cf. [BM2])
Theorem 4.4. Assume that instead of (A1) the nonlinearity satisfies the
condition
&N(s, u)&=o(&u&) as &u&   uniformly in s on [a, b]. (A2)
If s # 7 is an isolated point and /s& +/s+ is odd, then (s ; ) is an
asymptotic point of bifurcation for equation (E).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 it is easy to see that there exists
R>0 such that
Lu&Asi u&tN(si , u){0
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for all u # D(L), &u&R, t # [0, 1] and i=1, 2. Above as1<s<s2b
and s1 , s2 are arbitrarily close to s. However, now R>0 can be chosen
arbitrarily large and the conclusion follows exactly like in the proof of
Theorem 4.2. K
We shall close this paper by an example where the bifurcation is caused
by the off-diagonal elements of the matrix As .
Example 1. Let n=2 and *q be a positive eigenvalue of L with odd
multiplicity mL(*q). Assume that the nonlinearity satisfies condition (A1).
It is interesting to notice that there seems to be no bifurcation at *q for the
equation
Lu&su&N(s, u)=0,
since the multiplicity mL (*q) is even. However, if we allow ‘‘linear
coupling’’ in the above system, that is, we replace sI by a matrix As , then
it is possible to find bifurcation. Indeed, we take
As=\ s(s&*q)23
(s&*q)13
s + ,
which is strictly positive on a neighbourhood of s=*q , and consider the
system
Lu&Asu&N(s, u)=0.
Note that A*q=*qI. It is not hard to see that s=*q # 7 and
_(L) & _(A*q)=[*q]. Moreover, the function f (*q , s)=det(*q I&As)=
(s&*q)2&(s&*q) is strictly decreasing near s=*q . Hence the assumptions
of Corollary 1 hold and we conclude the existence of a sequence of non-
trivial solutions (sj , uj) such that sj  *q and uj  0.
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